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UKRAINE
COUNTRY OVERVIEW
Population: 45.2 million

Exchange rate

Capital city: Kiev

Effective date: May 2012

GDP growth: 5.2% (2011)

GBP 1 = UAH 12.85

Inflation rate: 8.0% (2011)

USD 1 = UAH 8.03

Unemployment rate: 8.2% (2011)

EUR 1 = UAH 10.58
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SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SOCIAL SECURITY SCHEME
HOW SCHEME HAS EVOLVED OVER TIME
Ukraine’s social security scheme began its evolution when Ukraine gained independence in 1991. After adoption of the
Constitution of Ukraine in 1996, the main principles of social security in Ukraine were based on the provisions of the constitution.
At present, the social security scheme consists of numerous laws and regulations guaranteeing and regulating the social
security of various categories of people.
OTHER COMMENTS
Ukraine’s social security scheme remains to be a work in progress, and in need of significant improvement.

1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIAL SECURITY
EFFECTIVE DATE OF FIGURES
1 April 2012
Starting from 1 January 2011 Ukrainian employers pay a single contribution for mandatory State Social Insurance to the State
Pension Fund of Ukraine. The said contribution is transferred to the Pension Fund’s accounts and is then automatically divided
among other funds. The total amount of the single contribution does not exceed the sum of the contributions that used to be paid
to various funds before 1 January 2011.
The social security contribution is mainly based on the monthly minimum living wage. As of 1 April 2012, this wage for ablebodied citizens is set at UAH 1,094.
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DATE WHEN FIGURES ARE EXPECTED TO NEXT CHANGE
The monthly minimum wage will be gradually increased in 2012. Effective 1 April, the monthly minimum wage was set at
UAH 1,094, effective 1 July at UAH 1,102, effective 1 October at UAH 1,118, and effective 1 December at UAH 1,134. As the
result, the existing social security salary ceiling will increase on the same dates.

Single contribution
for the mandatory
State Social
Insurance

By employer
(% of payroll)

By employee
(% of base salary)

Salary ceiling
(local currency)

Ranges from 36.76% to 49.7%
depending on the nature of the
company’s business and risk profile
(for example, the employer
contribution for law firms is 36.76%;
for banks 36.8%, etc.), with variations
for special types of employees

3.6%, with variations for special types
of employees

The maximum monthly salary ceiling
for a single contribution is:
 Effective 1 April 2012: UAH 18,598
 Effective 1 July 2012: UAH 18,734
 Effective 1 October 2012:
UAH 19,006
 Effective 1 December 2012:
UAH 19,278

Single contribution is paid to the Pension Fund and then automatically divided among other funds as follows:
Social insurance

Ranges from 2.82% to 3.81% of the
27.7778% of the single contribution,
single contribution depending on the
with variations for special types of
nature of the company’s business and employees
its risk profile

Salary ceiling is applied when the
single contribution is calculated

State Pension Fund

Ranges from 66.81% to 90.32% of the 55.5555% of the single contribution,
single contribution depending on the
with variations for special types of
nature the company’s business and
employees
its risk profile

Salary ceiling is applied when the
single contribution is calculated

Unemployment

Ranges from 3.02% to 4.08% of the
16.6667% of the single contribution,
single contribution depending on the
with variations for special types of
nature of the company’s business and employees
risk profile

Salary ceiling is applied when the
single contribution is calculated

Health

None (paid from taxes)

None

Accident

Ranges from 27.36% to 1.79% of the None
single contribution depending on the
nature of the company’s business and
risk profile

None

Salary ceiling is applied when the
single contribution is calculated

OTHER COMMENTS
The single social security contribution is paid monthly from the company payroll and employee salaries. The said contribution is
divided among the State Pension Fund, Fund for Social Security against the Temporary Loss of Ability to Work, Fund for Social
Security against Industrial Accidents, and State Insurance Fund against Unemployment. Employees can also make voluntary
contributions to private social security funds (private agencies such as non-state pension funds, other non-state funds, charitable
organisations, etc.).

1.3 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY PRACTICES FOR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
This table summarises the benefits that companies typically provide to their employees over and above social security or
government programmes, the reasons companies provide supplementary benefits and the typical types of supplementary
benefits provided
Benefits

Do employers supplement? Why or why not?

Retirement

No. Employers do not supplement due to cost and
It is not common for companies to provide supplementary
complicated implementation of such programmes – legal
benefits.
framework regulation implementation of such programmes
is quite poor.

Death

No. Employers do not supplement due to cost and
It is not common for companies to provide supplementary
complicated implementation of such programmes – legal
benefits.
framework regulating implementation of such programmes
is quite poor.

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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Benefits

Do employers supplement? Why or why not?

Typical supplementary benefits

Disability

No. Employers do not supplement due to cost and
It is not common for companies to provide supplementary
complicated implementation of such programmes – legal
benefits.
framework regulating implementation of such programmes
is quite poor.

Medical

Yes. Benefits exist, but they usually cover a limited
number of illnesses and are often not enough for proper
treatment.

Other

No. Employers do not supplement due to cost and
It is not common for companies to provide supplementary
complicated implementation of such programmes – legal
benefits.
framework regulating implementation of such programmes
is quite poor.

Most multinationals provide employees a private medical
plan.

OTHER COMMENTS
Generally speaking, companies do not provide “fringe benefits” analogous to social security to employees due to the cost and
inconvenience of setting up such programmes. The legal framework for implementation of such programmes is rather poor. Law
contains only general provisions concerning fringe benefits.

1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS TO TYPICAL EMPLOYER-SPONSORED PLANS
EFFECTIVE DATE OF FIGURES
September 2011
DATE WHEN FIGURES ARE EXPECTED TO CHANGE NEXT
September 2012
Employer-sponsored plans are not typically provided. The table below indicates prevalence of supplementary plans of
multinational companies.
Prevalence: All industries

Eligibility

By employer
(% of payroll)

Retirement – DB

About 2% of participating
companies

–

–

Retirement – DC

5% of participating companies All employees

–

Severance

24% of participating
–
companies provide severance
pay in addition to statutory
benefits

–

Death

40% of participating
All employees
companies provide life
assurance benefits in addition
to statutory benefits. In 85%
of cases, the plan covers
death due to any cause

–

None

AD&D

33% of participating
companies provide personal
accident insurance benefits
in addition to statutory
benefits

All employees

–

None

Business travel

73% of participating
companies provide travel
insurance, of which 74%
cover business travel only

All employees
–
travelling for business

None

All employees

None

Short-term disability 24% of participating
companies provide sickness
benefits on top of statutory
requirements.

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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Prevalence: All industries

Eligibility

By employer
(% of payroll)

By employee
(% of base salary)

Long-term disability

42% of participating
companies provide long-term
disability benefits on top of
statutory requirements

All employees

–

None

Medical

90% of participating
companies provide their
employees with a private
medical plan

All employees

–

Typically none for employee
coverage

Dental

Part of medical

–

–

–

Vision

Not applicable

–

–

–

Source:

Mercer’s Total Remuneration Survey, 2011

Note:

Figures are for multinational and leading local companies.

OTHER COMMENTS
Companies can provide employer-sponsored plans if they choose. As a rule, only multinational companies with offices in
Ukraine and leading local companies offer such plans. It is not a typical practice for Ukrainian companies. The above still
remains non-typical practice for Ukrainian businesses.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATES

2.1 LEGISLATION APPROVED WITHIN LAST 12 MONTHS
More than 1,689 legislative acts (including 668 laws) have been passed since 1 April 2011. The most important regulations,
relevant to social security and labour law, approved within the last 12 months, are described below.
HR area

Effective date

New law

Action required

Impact

Labour law

25 June 2011

Law of Ukraine "On Amendments to
Articles 19 and 43 of the Law of Ukraine
'On Labor Protection'"

Not required

Obliges an employer to spend at
least 0.5 percent of the payroll on
labor protection (previously
employers had to spend 0.5
percent of the sum received as
result of sale of their products)

Social security

1 October 2011

Law of Ukraine "On the Measures Aimed
at Securing the Legislative Basis for
Pension System Reformation"

Not required

Employers will be obliged to make
contributions to the Accumulation
Pension Fund as soon as the
Pension Fund of Ukraine
becomes deficit-free

Labour law

6 December 2011 Law of Ukraine "On Ratifying the
Not required
International Labor Organization
Convention No. 155 of 1981 on
Occupational Safety and Health and Work
Environment"

Sets no limitations/requirements
for the employer

Labour law

23 January 2012

Law of Ukraine "On Ratifying the
Not required
Convention on Legal Status of Migrant
Workers and Members of their Families of
the Member States of the Commonwealth
of Independent States"

Sets no limitations/requirements
for the employer

Labour law

5 February 2012

Law of Ukraine "On Professional
Development of Employees"

Sets no limitations/requirements
for the employer

Not required

LEGISLATION PROPOSED WITHIN LAST 12 MONTHS
This section summarises legislation that has been proposed but not yet approved.

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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Date of proposal

New law

Action required

Impact

15 June 2011

Draft Law of Ukraine "On Amendments to the Labor
Code of Ukraine (for Protecting Persons who Keep
Children)"

Not required

In case of staff reduction the priority
right to be kept at work shall be given
also to pregnant women and women
with two and more children

7 July 2011

Draft Law of Ukraine "On Amendments to the Law of
Ukraine 'On Collection and Accounting of the Single
Contribution for Mandatory State Social Insurance'
(for Stimulating Employers to Hire Young People to
their First Job)"

Not required

Sets no limitations/requirements for
the employer

7 July 2011

Draft Law of Ukraine "On Amendments to the Law of Not required
Ukraine 'On Mandatory State Social Insurance
Against Temporary Loss of Ability to Work and Burial
Expenses' (for Preserving Pensionable Service of
Insured Persons While Being on Maternity Leave until
the Child Attains the Age of Three Years)"

Sets no limitations/requirements for
the employer

15 September 2011

Draft Law of Ukraine "On Amendments to Specific
Laws of Ukraine for Bringing Them into Compliance
with the Law of Ukraine 'On Social Dialogue in
Ukraine'"

Not required

Sets no limitations/requirements for
the employer

20 December 2011

Draft Law of Ukraine "On the System of Professional
Qualifications"

Not required

Sets no limitations/requirements for
the employer

22 March 2012

Draft Law of Ukraine "On Providing Young Specialists Not required
with First Job"

Employer which hired a young
specialist recommended by the State
employment service shall be released
from payment of the single
contribution for mandatory social
insurance and shall not dismiss such
employee at least for a year.

5 April 2012

Draft Law of Ukraine "On Amendment to Article 56 of
the Labor Code of Ukraine Concerning Reduced
Working Hours for Women Having Preschool
Children"

Upon request of a female employee
having a child of up to 6 years of age
the employer shall not keep such
employee at work after 17:00 hour

Not required

In 2012, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine intends to adopt a new Labour Code. The respective draft has been included in the
Parliament's agenda for the current session. The draft Labour Code was registered with the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine back in
2007 and adopted as basis in 2008. Since then it has been amended several times and adoption of this regulation has
continuously been postponed, in particular for political reasons. The new Labour Code would limit employees' rights and
broaden the rights of employers. For instance, employers would be allowed to enter into fixed-term employment agreements with
employees in connection with "temporary expansion of production" (currently fixed-term employment agreements may be
concluded with specific categories of employees only). Also, the new Labour Code would simplify dismissal of employees at the
employer's initiative.
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TRENDS

Benefits

Summary
Recent changes made or considered by companies

Reasons for trend

Retirement

Retirement benefits are provided by state social security,
but some companies may establish higher amounts of
retirement benefits for employees.

Retirement benefits are insufficient for a decent quality of
life.

We do not see any trend of increase in the number of
employers wishing to provide their employees with
supplementary retirement benefits.
Severance &
termination

Generous severance and termination benefits are
required by law. The ongoing trend is for companies to
seek out ways of minimising or avoiding payments
required by law.

The high cost of terminating employees

Death

Benefits are established by law.

Benefits provided by the state are minimal

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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Benefits

Summary
Recent changes made or considered by companies

Reasons for trend

Disability

Benefits are established by law.

Benefits provided by the state are insufficient to maintain
normal living standards in case of disability.

Medical & dental

No company-provided benefits are required by law. Some
companies.

No information

Flexible benefit
programme

No company-provided benefits are required by law. Some
companies.

No information

Perquisites &
allowances

No company-provided benefits are required by law. Some
companies.

No information
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DEFINITIONS

MINIMUM LIVING WAGE
It is the minimum level of income for a single person, which is sufficient to cover “first-priority” requirements. The minimum living
wage is established and guaranteed by law. The law does not define clearly what is considered necessary to live or first priority.
It only says that it is a set of food products required for normal functioning of person's body and preservation of health as well as
a minimum set of non-food products and a minimum set of services necessary for satisfaction of the main social and cultural
needs of the person.
MINIMUM SALARY
It is the minimum level of monthly salary guaranteed by law for a full-time working day. Ukrainian law establishes minimum
monthly salary and minimum hourly wage. Minimum monthly salary is usually used as a basis for calculation of other sums.
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS FOR TEMPORARY INABILITY TO WORK
State social security provides benefits to those who have been affected by temporary loss of ability to work. The loss of ability to
work may be due to a need to care for a sick or disabled child or a sick family member, pregnancy and births, need to care for a
young child, partial indemnification of charges related to the birth of a child, or the death of the insured person or a family
member.
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CONTACT DETAILS

LOCAL MERCER OFFICES
There is no Mercer office in Ukraine.
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EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

1

SEVERANCE CONDITIONS &
TERMINATION INDEMNITIES

 In cases of absenteeism of more than four months

because of illness, such absenteeism does not include
maternity leave
 In case of the return of a previous employee to retake

1.1 INDIVIDUAL TERMINATION

the employment position
DEFINITION AND CONDITIONS OF FAIR AND UNFAIR
TERMINATION
In Ukraine, the procedure for termination of employment
agreement is governed by Article 36 of the Ukrainian Labour
Code (hereafter the “Labour Code”).

 In cases of an employee’s alcohol or drug abuse at

work or presence at work under the influence of these
substances
 In cases when an employee is caught stealing an

employer’s property

Lawful reasons for the termination of an employment
agreement are as follows:
 By mutual agreement

Additionally, pursuant to Article 41 of the Labour Code, an
employer may terminate a labour agreement before its
expiration in the following cases:

 At the end of the term for a fixed-period contract

 One-time gross violation by the CEO, his deputies,

chief accountant, etc.

 Upon the employee’s drafting into the military or

alternative service

 Guilty actions of the CEO that led to the untimely

payment of wages

 At the initiative of the employee (at his/her discretion) or

employer or at the request of the trade union of the
employer, as described in detail below

 Guilty actions of an employee who directly deals with

money, commodities or cultural valuables if such
actions resulted in the loss of his employer's confidence

 Upon transfer of the employee from one company to

another, solely upon the employee’s consent

 Immoral actions by a tutor

 Upon refusal by the employee to be relocated to another

The following cases of termination shall be deemed unfair
according to Ukrainian legislation:

geographic location with the employer
 Upon entry in force of a court ruling by which the

 Dismissal of an employee currently incapable of

employee is sentenced to imprisonment or other punishment, which eliminates the possibility to continue work

working (this provision does not include cases of
absenteeism of more than four months due to illness)

 According to conditions stipulated in a contract

 Dismissal of an employee currently on vacation

Pursuant to Article 40 of the Labour Code, an employer may
terminate a labour agreement before its expiration only in a
limited number of cases, including:

 Dismissal of pregnant women
 Dismissal of women who have children under the age

of three (or, in certain circumstances confirmed by
medical certificate, under the age of six)

 Upon liquidation of the employer or a reduction in the

number of the employees.


 Dismissal of single mothers who have disabled children

Due to an employee’s insufficient qualifications or
deteriorating health condition

or children under the age of 14

 Upon an employee’s systematic failure to fulfil work

Termination of employment by an employee is considered
unlawful in the following cases:

obligations or the employee’s unsatisfactory work
performance

 If an employee does not give sufficient notice, except in

cases in which the employee is unable to continue
performing the job in question (for example, moving to
another location, pregnancy, etc.)

 In case of an employee’s unjustified absence from the

workplace for more than three consecutive hours during
one working day

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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 If the employee resigns with immediate effect, even

employment. The average salary is calculated based on
salary paid in the most recent 12-month period.

though the law does not permit this, or if the employee
gives a false or invalid reason for resigning

BENEFITS PAID UPON VOLUNTARY RESIGNATION
(ONLY INCLUDE BENEFITS NOT DESCRIBED
ELSEWHERE)
No benefits are obligatory upon voluntary resignation from
an employment position.

An employee terminating an employment contract unlawfully
may not be forced to return to work and continue
employment, or to pay the employer any compensation. But
the law treats such employees as though they had been
dismissed as a consequence of disciplinary action.

DESCRIPTION OF FINANCING
Not applicable

COMPANY NOTICE PERIOD
The notice period that an employer must provide is not directly
stipulated by Ukrainian legislation and varies according to the
reason for the dismissal, but is normally two months.

OTHER COMMENTS
Under Ukrainian labour legislation, to hire any Ukrainian
citizen, an employer should receive from such prospective
employees their labour book and passport. If the position
requires special skills (for example, a driver) or education,
the employee must submit the appropriate professional
documents (for example, a driver’s licence) and
documents certifying education. No other documents are
required from a Ukrainian employee.

PAY IN LIEU OF NOTICE PERMITTED
The Labour Code of Ukraine does not permit payment to be
made to an employee in lieu of notice.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS (FOR EXAMPLE,
CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS, GOVERNMENT
APPROVAL)
Under the Labour Code, dismissal of an employee who is a
trade union member requires, in certain circumstances (such
as an employee’s systematic failure to fulfil work obligations;
an employee’s alcohol or drug abuse at work, etc.), the prior
consent of the trade union. In such cases, the consent of the
relevant trade union should be requested before the
termination.

All employers maintain labour books for all their full-time
employees (that is, everyone other than subcontractors or
part-timers) including seasonal and temporary employees.
Such labour books contain data regarding the type of work
performed, any awards and the duration of employment. In
essence, labour books serve as a basis for ascertaining
employees’ work longevity, which will determine their
social security and pension rights after retirement.

EMPLOYEE NOTICE PERIOD
An employee who wishes to resign must give a written notice
to an employer. The required notice period is two weeks.

Every employee working for more than five days at an
enterprise is to have his or her employment noted in a
labour book. The Labour Code prohibits the entry of
information regarding disciplinary punishments into an
employee’s labour book.

An exception may apply in the following cases:
 Moving an employee to a new dwelling place
 Transfer of an employee’s spouse to work in another

According to the Labour Code of Ukraine, on an
employee’s request, the employer should issue a
reference certifying the employee’s work in the company,
speciality qualifications, position, period of work and
amount of wages.

locality
 Entering an educational establishment
 Impossibility of staying in a particular locality, confirmed

by a medical certificate
 Pregnancy

1.2 COLLECTIVE DISMISSAL

 Retirement

DEFINITION AND CONDITIONS OF COLLECTIVE
DISMISSAL
Under Ukrainian law, collective dismissals are permitted
under the following conditions:

 In case the employer does not fulfil provisions of labour

contract, collective agreement or labour regulations
 Other substantial reasons

In such cases, an employer must terminate the employment
agreement or contract within the period required by the
employee.

 When an employer undergoes liquidation
 When there is a reduction in staff (including the

restructuring of an employer)
BENEFITS PAID ON INVOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF
SERVICE
Normal severance payments amount to no less than one
month’s average salary irrespective of the length of

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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In case of collective dismissal, the notice period is two
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2.2 OVERTIME

PAY IN LIEU OF NOTICE PERMITTED
In case of collective dismissal, the Ukrainian Labour Code
does not permit payment in lieu of notice.

Any time worked in excess of 40 hours per week is
classified as overtime, and may only be required in
extraordinary circumstances.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS (FOR EXAMPLE,
CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS, GOVERNMENT
APPROVAL)
Ukrainian law imposes no other special requirements

The law permits overtime work in the following cases:
 Protection of the security of Ukraine and prevention and

elimination of civil, natural or industrial disasters
EMPLOYEE NOTICE PERIOD
The notice period for collective dismissals is not
separately stipulated by Ukrainian legislation. But all
employees wishing to terminate their employment must
provide an employer with written notice two weeks in
advance.

 Fulfilment of certain types of urgent civil work (repairs of

damages to the water supply, gas tubes, electricity
supply, heating, sewage, transport and communications
systems)
 Completion of work that has not been completed due to

unpredicted circumstances or an accidental halt of
production, if failure to complete such work within the
ordinary working hours might cause damage to the
state or municipal property

BENEFITS PAID ON COLLECTIVE DISMISSAL
Group or individual dismissals resulting from an employer’s
liquidation or staff reduction entitle dismissed employees to
an additional average monthly salary.

 Urgent repair of equipment if its disrepair could halt the

work of several employees
DESCRIPTION OF FINANCING
Not applicable

 Loading/unloading work aimed at preventing delays in

OTHER COMMENTS
Collective dismissals are restricted in companies undergoing
privatisation.

 Resumption of work, which may not be terminated, in

moving goods or accumulating cargo backups at
loading/unloading stations
case an employee could not come to work for the shift,
in accordance with an employer’s internal rules (in such
cases, an employer may also try to replace the absent
employee with another employee)

People with certified physical disabilities may only be
dismissed in case of an employer’s liquidation.

2

Ukrainian labour legislation establishes restrictions on
overtime work. A collective agreement may establish
further restrictions and conditions with respect to overtime.

WORKING TIME

2.1 WORKING HOURS

Restrictions regarding overtime specified in the Labour
Code are as follows:

According to Ukrainian labour legislation, the normal working
hours are 40 hours per week. But working hours may vary
from day to day in accordance with an employer’s
requirements. Shorter working weeks are required in the
following cases:

 Overtime shall not endanger an employee’s health or

safety or impose any unnecessary pressure on
personal life or family circumstances
 Children under the age of 18, pregnant women,

 For employees aged 16–18 years, the duration of the

women who have children under the age of three and
working students on school days may not work
overtime

working week is 36 hours
 For employees aged 15–16 years, the duration of the

working week is 24 hours

 Women who have children aged 3–14, or a disabled

child under the age of 16, and disabled people,
may work overtime provided they willingly agree
to do so

 For employees aged 14–15 years (who are only

permitted to work during school vacation), the
duration of the working week shall not be more than
24 hours

 The duration of overtime work shall not exceed four

hours in any two consecutive days or 120 hours in total
per year

 For employees engaged in arduous or unhealthy working

conditions, the duration of the working week may not be
more than 36 hours

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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2.3 NIGHT WORK

SUPPLEMENTARY VACATION PROVIDED
Annual supplementary vacations are provided:

Work carried out between 22:00 and 06:00 hours is
considered as night work. A night shift shall be one hour
shorter than the same shift during the day. Compensation for
night work shall be at least 20% higher than an employee’s
ordinary salary per hour of day work.

 For work in harmful surroundings
 For the special types of labour (up to 35 days for

employees whose work is related to strong emotional
and intellectual stress or risk to health and up to seven
days for employees who have non-fixed working hours)

Pregnant women, women with children under the age of
three and young persons under the age of 18 cannot
perform night work. Disabled people may work at night,
provided they willingly agree to do so and if this work does
not contradict any medical recommendations.

 In other cases, as provided by legislation

Legislative acts of Ukraine and collective agreements
provide the duration of annual additional vacations,
relevant conditions and procedure for their grant.

2.4 REST PERIODS

OPTIONS FOR CARRY-FORWARD OF UNUSED
VACATION DAYS
Any unused part of an annual vacation is to be given to an
employee, as a rule, before the end of the working year,
but not later than 12 months after termination of the
working year for which the vacation was accrued.

The rest period is the time during which the employee is
absolved from the duty of work.
Workers are normally entitled to two days’ rest each week,
which usually fall on Saturday and Sunday. The duration of
weekly continuous rest shall not be less than 42 hours. For
employees working a six-day work week (seven hours per
day), the sole day of rest is Sunday. Ukrainian labour
legislation ensures the following types of rest periods:

OPTIONS FOR PAY-OUT IN CASH OF UNUSED
VACATION DAYS
At the employee’s request, part of an annual vacation may
be replaced by cash. The total amount of days of vacation
accorded to the employee and used must be not less than
24 calendar days.

 Breaks during regular daily working hours. These are

usually prescribed by collective agreement, with special
regulations for drivers, but may not be more than two
hours

Persons under the age of 18 may not have their vacations
replaced by cash payment.

 Weekly rest periods: The normal weekly days of rest are

In case of the employee’s dismissal, all unused vacation
days have to be paid out in cash.

Saturday and Sunday
 Public holidays

VACATION BONUS
Wages related to vacation are to be paid not later than
three days before the beginning of the vacation.

 Annual vacation

If an employee must work on a weekly day off, this work is
treated as overtime, with time off in lieu of additional wages,
and the employee may request an alternative day of rest at
any time. Alternatively, this time may be added to the
employee’s annual leave. In this case, with the agreement of
the employer and the employee, compensation equal to twice
the employee’s normal wage may be paid. These provisions
do not apply as strictly to employees in executive positions.

MANDATORY PUBLIC HOLIDAYS’ ENTITLEMENT
Public holidays observed in Ukraine are as follows:

2.5 ANNUAL VACATION & LEAVE
MANDATORY VACATION ENTITLEMENT
All employees over the age of 18 are entitled to a basic paid
vacation of not less than 24 calendar days in any full
calendar year worked (including weekends during the
vacation period but excluding official holidays and days of
temporary loss of ability to work, certified in accordance with
the statutory requirements).
Employees under the age of 18 are entitled to a basic paid
vacation of 31 days.

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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Public holiday

2012

2013

New Year’s Day

1 January

1 January

Christmas Day

7 January

7 January

Women’s Day

8 March

8 March

Easter

15 April

5 May

Spring and Labour
Days

1–2 May

1–2 May

Victory Day

9 May

9 May

Trinity Day

3 June

23 June

Constitution Day

28 June

28 June

Independence Day

24 August

24 August
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If a public holiday day coincides with a day off, the day off is
moved to the next work day following the public holiday.

three. If a child is a recipient of state aid, a leave of
absence for care is not offered.

Public holidays are not taken into account in determining the
duration of annual vacations.

If a woman desires, during her leave of absence, she is
entitled to work part-time or from home. She is still eligible
for receiving a state payment until the child reaches the
age of three.

SUPPLEMENTARY PUBLIC HOLIDAYS PROVIDED
According to the Labour Code, employees need not work on
the following religious holidays:

During the entire period of paid and unpaid leave, a
female employee retains the right to return to her job, with
the full leave period included in calculating her length of
service as an employee.

 7 January – Christmas
 Easter – One day
 Trinity – One day

A woman who has adopted a child older than three years
of age is granted 56 calendar days’ one-time paid vacation
(70 calendar days after multiple adoptions) in connection
with the child’s adoption once the adoption decision has
become effective.

These holidays are specified in the Labour Code as religious
holidays. The above three holidays are celebrated on
Sunday. In addition, Mondays following those holidays are
also days-off.

PATERNITY LEAVE
The same guarantees regarding vacation for child care
extend to fathers who de facto take care of a child or who
actually adopted the child.

SICK LEAVE
Sick leave is paid from the first day of loss of ability to work
through the date the employee returns to work, at the rate of
60%, 80% or 100% of regular pay (depends on work
experience). To claim sick leave payment, an employee
should obtain a medical certificate from a hospital. The
system of sick leave in Ukraine requires an employee to
submit a medical certificate only after recovery – that is, on
the first working day after the employee’s absence. The
Ukrainian State Social Security Fund, which is funded by the
employer’s contributions made as a percentage of
employees’ aggregate salaries, covers the sick leave
compensation from the sixth day of such leave. The
employer covers the compensation for the first five days of
sick leave.

PARENTAL LEAVE
Ukrainian law does not clearly envision “parental leave.”
But fathers, grandfathers or grandmothers may request
and receive leave for child care (including in such cases
when a mother is receiving on-going medical treatment).
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
Bereavement leave is granted to employees in case of
death of a blood relative or a relative by marriage. For a
spouse, parent (stepfather, stepmother), child (stepchild,
stepdaughter), brothers and sisters of a deceased person,
bereavement leave may last up to seven calendar days,
not counting the time necessary to travel to and from the
burial place. For other blood relatives, the duration of a
bereavement leave is three calendar days.

MATERNITY LEAVE
With a medical certificate, women may receive paid vacation
leave in connection with pregnancy and birth of children. The
duration of such leave is 70 calendar days before birth of a
child and 56 calendar days after birth (70 calendar days after
multiple births or in case of complications arising from giving
birth). The employer pays maternity leave at the expense of
the State Social Insurance Fund. Maternity leave pay is
100% of regular salary.

Unpaid time off
MISCELLANEOUS PAID LEAVE
Additional leave may be granted under the following
circumstances:
 Employees working in difficult conditions (for example,

A woman may request and receive a vacation to care for a
baby up to three years of age, receiving social payments.

miners) or exposed to health hazards may be granted
between 26 and 36 calendar days’ leave per year,
depending on their length and type of employment

If a child needs home treatment, a woman receives
obligatory vacation without payments based upon a period,
required by a medical certificate, not longer than until a child
reaches six years of age.

 Employees in harmful or difficult working conditions

receive up to 35 calendar days’ leave
 Mothers with two or more children under the age of 15

Firms, companies and organisations may offer women a
partially paid or non-paid leave of absence (financed from
their respective budgets) after her child reaches the age of

© 2012 Mercer LLC.

or disabled children may be granted ten extra paid
days’ leave per year. This is also applicable to mothers
who have adopted a child and to single fathers
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 Employees who do not have any fixed working days may

 Employees whose children under age 18 are entering

also be granted additional days’ paid leave each year

educational establishments at another location – up to
12 days. Employees who are studying in their fourth
year of postgraduate courses – one additional day off
per week (optional)

 Employees in the educational or scientific sectors are

allowed 56 calendar days’ vacation
 Employees with category I and II disability receive 30

 Due to family or any other circumstances – up to 15

calendar days and those with category III disability
receive 26 calendar days

days

 Employees at postgraduate courses during their work are

3

entitled to paid study leave, the length of which is
determined by the course of training pursued (from four
days to four months)

3.1 CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

MISCELLANEOUS UNPAID LEAVE
Upon an employee’s request, unpaid leave of the following
durations shall be granted (during one year) for:

In 2011 and 2012, Ukraine adopted new regulations
governing entry of foreigners into Ukraine, in particular a
new Law “On the Legal Status of Foreigners and Stateless
Persons”. These regulations modified some rules of
foreigners' entry into Ukraine and increased visa fees.

 A single mother or father who has a child under the age of

15 or a disabled child – up to 14 days
 A spouse claiming unpaid maternity or paternity leave –

up to 14 days

All non-Ukrainians require visas, except for those from the
Commonwealth of Independent States (the “CIS”),
Georgia, Canada, the United States of America, Argentina,
Brazil, Paraguay, Japan, member states of the European
Union, Malta, Mongolia, Israel, Korea and others holding
diplomatic or special passports from countries that have
relevant bilateral agreements with Ukraine.

 A woman, if her child under the age of six needs home

treatment recommended by a medical institution
 War veterans – up to 14 days
 Persons who have received labour awards – up to

21 days
 Disabled people with category III disability – up to 30 days

Citizens of the foregoing states do not need visas to enter
Ukraine, provided they are visiting the country or transit
through its territory for less than 90 days, with a valid
travel passport.

 Disabled people with category I or II disability – up to

60 days
 Employees whose relative has died recently – three to

seven days, depending on the closeness of kinship

According to Clause 1.3 of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
Order No. 601 “On Approving the Procedure for
Considering Applications for Extension of the Period of
Foreigners' and Stateless Persons' Stay in Ukraine" dated
23 August 2011 and Clause 3 of the Procedure for
Extending the Period of Stay or Extending or Reducing the
Period of Temporary Stay of Foreigners and Stateless
Persons in the Territory of Ukraine, approved by the CMU
Resolution No. 150 dated 15 February 2012, passports of
citizens of visa-free regime states are registered at the
Ukrainian state border by an official of the State Frontier
Service. Those citizens may stay in Ukraine for a term that
cannot exceed 90 calendar days during the 180-calendar
day period after the day of their first entry. The above term
is calculated by the “GART-1” system maintained by the
State Frontier Service of Ukraine. Citizens of visa-free
regime states must leave Ukraine upon expiration, in the
aggregate, of 90 days of their stay in the territory of
Ukraine and may enter Ukraine again in 180 days after the
date of their first entry. Otherwise, they may be subject to
sanctions stipulated by the Administrative Offences Code
of Ukraine and Article 30 of the Law “On the Legal Status

 Employees taking care of a sick (immediate) relative – as

determined by a medical institution, but not more than
30 days
 Employees undergoing treatment in a sanatorium – as

determined by a medical institution
 Employees taking examinations for higher education – up

to 15 days
 Employees entering or studying in a postgraduate course

– time of study increased by the time required to travel to
and from the place of study
 Persons working at more than one job – for the duration

of any period of paid vacation at the other job
 Veterans of labour – up to 14 days
 Employees who have not used up their annual base and

additional leaves at the previous place of work – up to 24
days for the first year of employment at the entity, which
leave may be taken after six months of uninterrupted
employment have elapsed

© 2012 Mercer LLC.

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY &
RESIDENCE
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of Foreigners and Stateless Persons” and the persons
hosting such foreigners may be subject to sanctions
envisaged by the Administrative Offences Code of Ukraine.

The procedure for issuing temporary residence certificates
is governed by the Ministry of Internal Affairs Order No.
602 dated 23 August 2011.

A foreign citizen may stay in the territory of Ukraine during a
long period if such a citizen:

The above Order provides for a list of documents required
for obtaining a temporary residence certificate:

 Timely extends the stay in Ukraine by way of extending

 Original application of the foreigner or stateless person

registration of the passport at a local office of the State
Migration Service. The registration can be extended
according to the above mentioned Order and Procedure,
and the list of documents stipulated by said regulations
shall be filed by the foreigner and the inviting party
(individual or legal entity) no earlier than ten business
days and no later than three business days prior to
expiration of the registration, at the place of such persons'
residence at local offices of the State Migration Service,
or

for issuance of the temporary residence certificate, in
the form established by the Order
 Original petition of the inviting party concerning

issuance of the temporary residence certificate to the
foreigner or stateless person, in the form established by
the Order
 Four 3.5 х 4.5 cm sized photographs of the foreigner or

stateless person (on mat paper)
 Original of the foreigner's passport or document

certifying the stateless person's identity (it is returned
after being presented) with D type visa and respective
note on visa sticker

 Holds a temporary residence certificate (which is usually

issued for a period of validity of an employment permit),
or

 Ukrainian translation of the personal data and visa

 Holds a permanent residence certificate (a document that

pages of the foreigner's passport or stateless person's
identity document, certified in accordance with the
established procedure

is issued to immigrants and is not addressed in this
article), or
 Holds documents certifying obtaining of a refugee status

 Notarised copy of a document certifying the title to an

or asylum in Ukraine (this article does not address such
cases either)

apartment/house where the foreigner or stateless
person is entitled to register his/her residence and
original application of the foreigner or stateless person
for registration of the place of residence

The shortcoming of stay in Ukraine is that in practice a
citizen of a visa-free regime state may be denied entry to
Ukraine if he or she has already been staying in the country
for more than 90 days during the 180-day period after the
date of first entry, extended registration of the passport,
exited the country during the term of such registration and is
entering Ukraine before expiration of the 180-day period
after the date of the first entry.

 Copy of an order document concerning appointment of

an employee responsible for acceptance and
formalization of documents authorizing residence in
Ukraine for foreigners and stateless persons, certified in
accordance with the established procedure
 Copy of the passport of the inviting party's authorised

representative, signed by the owner

TEMPORARY RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE
The Law “On the Status of Foreigners and Stateless
Persons” stipulates that foreigners who arrive for temporary
employment purposes shall obtain a certificate (posvidka) of
temporary residence.

 Receipts certifying payment of the State duty for

issuance of the temporary residence certificate (the
cost is not officially regulated)
 Copy of the permit to use labor of the foreigner or

The said certificate allows a foreigner to stay in the territory
of Ukraine and to freely enter and exit the country during the
certificate term.

stateless person, issued by the State Employment
Center or local office thereof
Without presenting all the documents (except as described
below) one cannot file an application for obtaining a
temporary residence certificate.

Foreigners and stateless persons arriving in Ukraine for
employment purposes based on an employment permit
issued by the respective employment centre and D type
(long-term) visa shall be granted a certificate (posvidka) of
temporary residence by local agencies or offices of the State
Migration Service in accordance with the procedure
established by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

© 2012 Mercer LLC.

Verification of data preventing foreigners' or stateless
persons' residence in Ukraine is carried out:
 Based on "ARMOR" database with the aim of revealing

persons who committed crimes while staying in Ukraine
or are on wanted list
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 Based on records of respective local offices of the State

international agreements on labour law issues with several
CIS countries, none of these agreements allow a foreign
national to work in Ukraine without a work permit.

Migration Service with the aim of revealing inviting parties
which have not fulfilled their obligations
Upon consideration of the application within 15 days after
submission of all the above documents the decision is made
to issue or deny the temporary residence certificate which
decision is approved by the Head of the State Migration
Service or chief of a local office of the State Migration Service.

Persons wishing to work in Ukraine should obtain a D type
visa. A permit has to be obtained from the State
Employment Service before a D type visa is granted. An
employer may obtain the necessary permit by submitting
to the State Employment Service (respective local
employment centre – the regional employment centre, in
Kiev and Sevastopol, or in the Autonomous Republic of
Crimea) the following documents:

Temporary residence certificates may also be granted to
foreigners who arrive in Ukraine with the aim of implementing international technical assistance projects; working
in religious organizations registered in Ukraine; working in a
branch or other structural unit of non-governmental
organization; working in a representative office of a foreign
company or bank.

 Application (no prescribed standard form)
 Two colour photographs of size 3.5 x 4.5
 Explanation of the reason(s) why it is necessary to

employ foreigners and confirmation that all conditions
required for their stay and activity may be provided (it is
important to prepare and provide the employment
centre with sufficient grounds for employing a foreigner,
as well as to confirm that the employer had earlier
made reasonable efforts to find a Ukrainian worker.
Also, the application must indicate any difficulties an
employer faced while searching for an employee)

The Law "On the Legal Status of Foreigners and Stateless
Persons" also stipulates that family members of the foreigner
who is legally staying in the territory of Ukraine are also
entitled to get registered in Ukraine with the aim of family
reunion.

3.2 EMPLOYMENT OF EXPATRIATES
Current law requires that all persons arriving in Ukraine for
any purpose, those leaving or those in transit have a
document confirming their citizenship or status (for example,
a passport for citizens or a document recognised by Ukraine
as one that identifies a stateless person), and insurance
coverage guaranteeing the payment of medical fees, if
needed.

 A power of attorney authorising the person submitting

the documents to the State Employment Service, to
represent the employer before the state employment
authorities (required if the person does not have such
authority according to the statutory documents)
 A certificate of a state tax service office evidencing

payment of taxes and duties (mandatory fees) by the
employer

Article 8 of the Labour Code provides for equal employment
opportunities for foreign nationals working in Ukraine.
This article provides that the employment relationship of
foreign nationals working for Ukrainian companies or
organisations is governed by the Law of Ukraine "On Private
International Law".

 A certificate of the employment centre evidencing that

the employer has no debts to the Unemployment Fund
 Receipt of payment of the fee for the application con-

sideration (as of 1 April 2012 the amount is UAH 4,376)
 A copy of the draft employment contract certified by the

Law of Ukraine No. 803-XII “On Employment of People”
dated 1 March 1991 and Resolution of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine No. 322 dated 8 April 2009 entitled “On
Approving the Procedure for Issuance, Extension of the
Expiration Date and Nullification of the Approvals for the Use
of Work of Foreign Citizens and Stateless Persons”
(hereafter the “Work Permit Resolution”) provide that, as a
general rule, any foreign national intending to be employed
in Ukraine shall, before commencing such employment,
apply for and obtain a work permit unless otherwise provided
by an applicable international agreement of Ukraine.

employer
 A reference from the employer, confirming that the

foreign employee’s position does not require Ukrainian
citizenship and does not involve access to information
that constitutes a state secret
 A certificate of an internal affairs office evidencing that

the foreigner who is staying in the territory of Ukraine as
of the day the permit is being formalised has (no)
criminal record; or
 A certificate of an authorised agency of the country of

origin (stay) evidencing that the foreigner who is staying
outside Ukraine as of the day the permit is being
formalised is not servicing a sentence and is not under
investigation

To date, Ukraine has not entered into any international
agreement with any foreign country providing for the
employment in Ukraine of nationals of a foreign country
without a work permit. Although Ukraine is a party to certain

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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 A copy of the employer’s statutes

services without commercial presence in Ukraine must be
issued for the maximum term of three years with possibility
of extension thereof for two years, but in practice this
regulation is not enforced.

 Copies of documents showing the employee’s

professional qualifications and education as required for
the position

When the Ukrainian representative offices of foreign
companies hire a foreign employee, a service card is
issued as evidence of the employment permit. Such a card
is issued by the Ministry of Economic Development and
Trade of Ukraine.

 Copies of the foreigner’s passport pages containing the

main identification data with respective translation thereof
 Extract or excerpt from the Single State Register of Legal

Entities and Individual Entrepreneurs
All documents should be duly notarised and apostilled or
legalised.

Conceptually, both local and foreign legal entities may
contract the services of individuals in Ukraine pursuant to
either labour agreements or labour contracts concluded in
accordance with the Labour Code, or so-called “civil law
contracts” concluded in accordance with the Civil Code of
Ukraine (for example, an independent consultant
agreement).

The above list may vary in case the employer obtains a
permit to use labour of a foreigner who is sent by a foreign
business entity to Ukraine for accomplishing a specific
volume of works or rendering services based on an
agreement (contract) concluded between the Ukrainian and
the foreign business entities, and in case of employment of
employees providing services without commercial presence
in Ukraine. The work permit fee shall be paid regardless of
whether the permit is granted or not. Most foreign employees
need work permits, subject to a decision of the local
representative of the state employment authorities. At the
same time, foreigners who permanently reside in Ukraine
(holding an immigration permit for permanent stay in
Ukraine) have the right to work on the same basis, and in
compliance with the procedures applicable to Ukrainian
citizens. For example, foreigners hired by an investor within
the framework of, and according to, a production sharing
agreement, need not obtain a work permit. Persons who
have been granted refugee status under Ukrainian
legislation, employees of foreign airlines or maritime (river)
fleets operating in Ukraine, employees of foreign mass
media organisations accredited in Ukraine and senior
managers of representative offices of foreign companies
operating in Ukraine may also work without permits.

4

4.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
According to Ukrainian legislation, employment relations
may be based on an employment agreement or
employment contract (the latter is a form of employment
agreement on a term basis).
The basic acts regulating issues concerning labour
agreements and labour contracts are the Labour Code of
Ukraine of 12 October 1971, as amended, and a
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 170
of 19 March 1994 entitled “On Regulating the Use of
Employment Contracts” (hereafter – Resolution No. 170).
Anti-discrimination regulations forbid denying an applicant
employment on the grounds of gender, race, nationality,
language, origin, place of residence, religion, membership
in a trade union or other public organisation, place of
residence and other circumstances that are not directly
associated with the employee’s professional qualities.

Work permits will not be granted: if the documents submitted
in the application contain false information; when a contract
provides for conditions of work that are less favourable to
foreigners than to Ukrainian employees; or when the
documents contain provisions that contradict the provisions
of Ukrainian legislation. In addition, a work permit will not be
issued if the potential foreign employee is servicing a
sentence for commitment of a crime or is under investigation
as of the day the permit is being formalised.

Any person older than 16 and who is exempt from regular
school attendance, may accept employment, but for not
more than 36 hours per week until the age of 18. In
exceptional circumstances, children aged 15–16 may
accept employment with the consent of their parents or a
guardian, for work lasting no more than 24 hours per
week. Children aged 14–15 can work during summer
vacation only, for no more than 24 hours per week.

A work permit is issued for a period of up to one year and
may be extended for the same period. To extend a work
permit, the employer must file an application with the State
Employment Service, and do so no later than one month
before the current work permit expires.

Pupils who work during school year shall have a work
week which does not exceed a half of the maximum work
week established for employees of respective age
category.

With effect from 12 September 2005, work permits for the
senior management, experts and employees providing

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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No women, or persons under the age of 18, can be
employed in jobs that may be prejudicial to their health and
development.

regulations and collective agreement. On the other hand,
the principal disadvantage of a labour contract is that,
unlike a labour agreement, it may be concluded only if it is
expressly provided by law.

When a person is employed, the managing director issues
an order for hiring. It has to include the following details:

4.4 DURATION

 Date of commencement of the employment relationship

The duration of an employment agreement may be
established for either an indefinite or a fixed period set by
the parties, or for a fixed period necessary to fulfil a certain
task or job (for example, seasonal works). A trial period
(up to three months) may be provided by the employment
agreement, although this is not mandatory. The most
usual form of employment agreement is an agreement for
an indefinite period.

 Duration of employment
 Position title and/or description
 Name of the department in which work is to be carried out
 Level of remuneration
 Duration of work

4.2 CONTENTS

Article 23 of the Labour Code provides that a labour
agreement may be concluded for a specified term only if
the nature of the employee’s work or interests makes it
impossible to establish an employment relationship for an
indefinite term.

An employment agreement shall contain the following
essential elements:
 Information on the parties to the contract (names,

addresses, passport details, etc.)

Employers have the right to restrict the employment of
relatives of an existing employee (parents, spouses,
siblings and children), if their hiring would place them in a
subordinate or supervisory role in relation to an existing
employee.

 Employee’s position title
 Agreement by the parties to establish an employment

relationship
 Period of employment
 Conditions and procedure for terminating the contract

The duration of an employment contract with a foreigner is
counted from the moment of obtaining a work permit and
may not exceed one year (the period of the work permit’s
validity). But these contracts may be prolonged for
successive one-year terms every time the work permit is
prolonged. An exception to this rule applies to experts and
employees providing services without commercial
presence in Ukraine.

 Responsibilities of the parties to the contract
 Description of the scope of work
 Description of the employee’s compensation, benefits and

social guarantees
 Working hours

An employment agreement may contain any additional
provisions that do not contravene Ukrainian legislation.

FIXED-TERM CONTRACTS
A fixed-term contract of employment is mainly used in the
following types of employment:

4.3 TYPES OF CONTRACTS
There are two types of employment contracts:

 In building and construction industries

 Ordinary employment agreements

 For some categories of drivers

 Employment contracts

 For various types of temporary work – for example, in

Employment contracts may normally be used when
specifically provided by Ukrainian legislation.

the agricultural industry
 For temporary replacement of the usual position holder

Contracts may contain additional and broader provisions
than those permitted in ordinary employment agreements.

in cases of maternity leave
 For foreigners

Thus, the principal advantage of a labour contract (as
opposed to a labour agreement) is the discretion that the
parties to a labour contract may exercise in respect of the
terms of the employment and the grounds for termination, in
comparison with the strict requirements of the Labour Code.
But the labour contract should not worsen the employee’s
position in comparison with the guarantees set by the labour
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An employer has the right to terminate a fixed-term
contract on its expiration date with immediate effect. But if,
by mutual agreement and if allowed by law, the parties
decide to extend the duration of a contract beyond the
contracted termination date, the contract automatically
becomes a contract for an indefinite duration.
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4.5 TRIAL PERIOD

employment agreement should be treated as if he or she
has been working pursuant to a valid employment
contract, irrespective of the reason for the agreement’s
invalidity. As a result, the employee is entitled to wages
and any other benefits due for the period of work.

To verify whether the employee corresponds to the work with
which he or she is entrusted, the parties to a contract may
provide for a trial period.
The duration of the trial period may not exceed three months
(or in some cases, with the approval of the relevant labour
union, six months). For manual labourers, the duration of the
probationary period may not exceed one month.

4.7 OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES
Ukrainian labour legislation provides that each party is
bound by a mutual obligation to cooperate. Each party
shall help the other in asserting its rights and fulfilling its
duties.

The imposition of a trial period must be specifically provided
for in the labour agreement or the labour contract, as well as
in the order on the hiring of the employee issued by the
employee’s managing director. During the trial period, the
employer may dismiss the employee at any time if the
employer determines that the employee does not meet the
criteria established for the job position for which he or she
was hired. But there are restrictions on the dismissal of
certain categories of women on probation, which effectively
prohibits probation for these employees.

EMPLOYER OBLIGATIONS
An employer is obliged to fulfil the following duties:
 Provide continuous employment according to the

position and qualification of the employee
 Provide adequate compensation and benefits
 Provide an appropriate workplace
 Provide appropriate health, safety and security

If the employee was absent from work during the probation
period because of a temporary loss of ability to work, the
probation term may be prolonged to “make up” the
corresponding number of days of absence.

conditions in the workplace
 Instruct the employee as to the employer’s security and

safety regulations and its internal regulations (rules and
procedures)

Trial periods may not be established for employees under
18, graduates starting their first job, employees transferred
from one company to another, disabled people assigned to a
job with the recommendation of a medical expert or people
who are employed for the first time after completing military
or alternative service.

 Explain to employees their rights and obligations
 Encourage productivity by employees and assist them

in fulfilling their jobs in terms of quality and quantity
 Fulfil all duties and obligations stipulated in the

employment contract

If the employment relationship is not terminated during the
trial period, it continues without interruption in accordance
with the conditions agreed to in the employment agreement.

 Fulfil other duties prescribed by Ukrainian legislation

An employer should not pay wages lower than the
minimum monthly wage established under applicable
Ukrainian legislation. The amount of the minimum monthly
wage is subject to frequent indexation. The minimum
monthly wage was set at UAH 1,073 effective 1 January
2012. With effect from 1 April 2012, the minimum monthly
wage is UAH 1,094. With effect from 1 July 2012, the
minimum monthly wage will be UAH 1,102. With effect
from 1 October 2012, the minimum monthly wage will be
UAH 1,118. With effect from 1 December 2012, the
minimum monthly wage will be UAH 1,134. The amount of
the minimum monthly wage is periodically adjusted by
parliament to reflect increases in cost of living.

4.6 INVALID CONTRACTS
An employment agreement is null and void in the following
circumstances:
 If its conclusion, ipso facto, violates labour legislation or

“ethical norms” of society
 If its terms derogate from the rights granted to an

employee by Ukrainian legislation
 If the employee has no legal capacity, does not perform

the duty or does not have the necessary qualifications
 If the procedure by which the agreement was formed was

EMPLOYEE OBLIGATIONS
An employee is obliged to fulfil the following duties:

irregular – for example, if no written records of the
employment relationship are kept

 Carry out work according to an employment contract

 If there is a lack of intent to enter into a contract on the

part of either party

 Carry out work personally, unless otherwise stipulated

by legislation

According to Ukrainian legislation, any time an employee
has been working before the termination of a void

© 2012 Mercer LLC.
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 Abide by an employer’s rules and procedures concerning

until the moment of their review. The employer shall notify
the employees of the introduction of new, or a change of
current, labour norms, at least one month before they
become effective.

working hours, health, safety and security
 Fulfil other duties and obligations stipulated in an

employment agreement

Ukrainian legislation demands an investigation into
employees’ psychological fitness in addition to their
physical fitness.

 Fulfil other duties prescribed by Ukrainian legislation

An employee also has the right to participate in decisionmaking processes, directly or indirectly, and to join a trade
union.

5

Employee should also possess suitable qualifications. This
particularly applies to jobs in which a lack of qualification
may cause accidents not only for the employee but also
for third persons outside the factory or working place.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH &
SAFETY

Each employee is expected to have an understanding of
the regulations through both theoretical and practical
labour safety education before the commencement of
work.

5.1 MEASURES OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY
Employers must meet the legislative and technical
requirements and adopt internal regulations to avoid
damaging employees’ health. In some cases, employees
must also undergo medical examinations during employment
to see whether they may continue working.

Supervisors of sections or smaller units, and others
responsible for creating safe and healthy working
conditions such as designers and builders, are obliged to
pass a labour safety examination.
As regards organising labour safety, both the state and the
trade unions have a shared responsibility. The state
determines the rules and regulations concerning health
and safety at work, and the trade unions determine the
procedures for ensuring health and safety at work.

According to Law No. 2694-XII "On Work Protection" of
14 October 1992 and the Labour Code, an employer should
create conditions to eliminate dangers at the workplace and
to prevent or at least reduce accidents.
Terms of work, safety of technological processes, machines,
mechanisms, equipment and other capital assets, and the
state of facilities for collective and individual protection that
an employee uses, must meet the requirements of Ukrainian
legislation.

The State Service for Mining Supervision and Industrial
Safety of Ukraine directs, coordinates and supervises
labour safety.
An employee has a right to terminate a labour agreement,
if an employer does not meet the requirements of
legislation regarding labour protection, or does not enforce
conditions of the collective agreement regarding this
matter. In this case, a severance payment is paid to such
employee in an amount, determined by a collective
agreement, but not less than the three months’ salary.

When entering into employment agreement with an
employee the employer shall inform such employee against
the latter's signature about conditions of work and
occupational hazards.
According to Law "On Work Protection" No. 2694-XII dated
14 October 1992, an employer should obtain a permit to
begin hazardous works and operating hazardous facilities.

WOMEN
It is prohibited for women to work at hard labour or in an
unsafe or a potentially damaging work environment,
except for some types of underground works (non-physical
works or works connected with sanitary and household
services). Imposing night work on women is not permitted,
except for those sectors of the economy where night
employment of women is justified by extreme necessity.
Even in such cases, women may be engaged in night work
only temporarily.

An employee has the right to stop on-going work if a
situation, dangerous for his or her life or health or for other
people, is present. Employees are under an obligation to
reveal a dangerous situation to their direct manager or the
employer’s director.
The presence of such an urgent situation may be confirmed
by specialists on labour protection of the enterprise, with the
participation of a representative of a trade union and an
insurance expert on labour protection.

It is forbidden to engage pregnant women and women
who have children under the age of three for night work,
overtime work, and work on weekends, and to send this
category of women on out-of-town business trips.

An employer introduces changes and reviews labour norms
upon agreement with the representatives of a trade union.
Labour norms are set for an indefinite period and operate
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Women who have children aged 3–14 and women who have
disabled children may not be assigned overtime work and
may not be sent on out-of-town business trips.

 Civil, administrative or criminal prosecution of those

liable
 Sanctions of a moral character – for example, by

preventing an employee from receiving certain
distinctions or titles

Based on the conclusion of a medical report, pregnant
women are subject to lower productivity and service
requirements, as well as to a transfer to a different position
with less heavy work and less harmful conditions while
maintaining their average salary from the previous
employment position.

EMPLOYER NEGLIGENCE
If an employer has not taken appropriate protective
measures resulting in an accident or personal injury,
Ukrainian legislation provides the following guarantees:

MINORS
It is prohibited for children under the age of 18 to perform
hard labour, to work in an unsafe or a potentially damaging
working environment, or in underground mining. Minors must
undergo a physical examination before employment.

 Norms regulating medical treatment
 Rules assuring the possibility of return to work if the

injured person can still work after re-gaining health
 Rules governing damages for an employee in case of

an accident or a personal injury. These include
reimbursement for lost earnings as a result of an
accident or a personal injury, compensation for a
reduction of earnings due to a decrease in working
capacity as a result of an accident or a personal injury,
and provisions for compensation of damages suffered
by relatives of a deceased employee

5.2 RULES AND IMPLEMENTATION
Requirements for material health and safe working
conditions are defined as follows:
 Buildings, machines and other equipment and production

procedures are to be planned and organised in such a
way that during work, damage to health and physical
safety is excluded

SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF EMPLOYEES
The aim of ensuring special conditions is to render it
impossible for anyone to be employed for a job where their
health could be impaired, or where the employee might
suffer an accident.

 Basic requirements for creating safe and healthy

conditions must be considered in planning and
constructing buildings
 If the above may not be fully achieved, precautions must

Special protection is provided to pregnant women, young
persons and disabled persons. In certain types of work,
involving unhealthy or dangerous conditions, it is
prohibited to employ these categories of employees.

be taken to ensure the elimination or reduction of
accidents. Such precautions might include the
introduction of safety devices, especially protective
clothing, and personal protective equipment such as gas
masks, eye shields and in some cases special food

6

 Premises shall be kept clean
 Overcrowding must be prevented by the provision of

6.1 SOCIAL PARTNERS

certain norms, such as 50 m3 of space per person in a
factory where unhealthy conditions exist

TRADE UNIONS
All citizens have the right to establish trade unions without
any pre-conditions and are guaranteed freedom of
association and organisation. The rights of trade unions
are determined by Law No. 1045-XIV of 15 September
1999 entitled “On Trade Unions, Their Rights and
Guarantees of Activity” (hereafter the “Law on Trade
Unions”).

 Suitable lighting and heating
 Elimination of harmful noise and vibrations
 Adequate storage for materials, tools, instruments, etc.

EMPLOYEE NEGLIGENCE
Ukrainian labour and social legislation concerning violations
of rules relating to labour safety by employees envisions
numerous sanctions:

The state provides for the complete autonomy of trade
unions. Consequently, the state may not intervene in the
internal affairs of unions and in relations between unions
and their members.

 Sanctions of a material nature such as damages may be

obtained from an employer or employee responsible for
an accident
 Disciplinary procedures against those responsible for

Trade unions establish in their statutes the rules and
regulations governing their functions and activities. Trade

infringement of rules
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unions are entitled to regulate their activities, organisation,
management, and the rights and obligations of their
members. The only limitation in this respect is that the
statutes of a trade union may not contravene provisions of
the Constitution or Ukrainian legislation.

The union’s right of approval of an employer’s internal
rules and decision-making processes guarantee the
protection of employees’ rights. In addition to this, a union
representative’s consent is required in the following
matters:

Membership of a trade union is completely voluntary in
regard to both admission and withdrawal. No social or
economic pressure may be exerted to compel citizens to
become members of trade unions, or to resign from them.

 Setting an employee’s personal basic wage
 Nomination for a governmental or other honour and

reward
 Granting extra paid holidays

The legislative rights and obligations of trade union members
are summarised below:

 Granting of social welfare benefits

A decision may not be implemented until a trade union and
an employer reach an agreement. In the absence of such
an agreement, the parties may conduct a conciliatory
proceeding.

 A member may elect trade union officials, and after

membership of one to five years, may be elected as an
official
 A member may criticise the work of the trade union

The rights of trade unions with regard to production and
economic management are apparent at the national
economy level, at the level of individual sectors and at the
level of an employer. These rights appear in three forms:

bodies and of any of their leaders; a member may appeal
to any executive trade union body with a petition,
proposal or complaint
 A member may request legal assistance from any trade

 The right to express views

union body, if the rights resulting from an employment
relationship are violated

 The right to participate in committees
 The right to control the activities of an employer

 A member may make use of the social and cultural

benefits granted by a trade union to its members

A trade union must be asked to express its official opinion
during the hiring or dismissal of an employer’s manager or
of another employee in a senior position, or when
evaluating the quality of such persons’ work.

In return, members’ obligations to a trade union are as follows:
 To promote the realisation of trade union objectives
 To observe the statutes and the decisions of the higher

trade union organs

PROTECTION OF UNION OFFICERS
A union official is protected against transfer to another
workplace, or termination of the employment contract,
during the period of office, and in a subsequent two-year
period.

 To pay membership dues regularly

In Ukraine, trade unions are normally organised on the basis
of particular branches of industry.
TRADE UNION FUNDS
Trade union funds are derived from membership dues,
entrance fees, and funds raised from cultural and sporting
events.

EMPLOYER ORGANISATIONS
Ukrainian employers organisations operate under Law No.
2436-III of 24 May 2001 entitled “On Employers’
Organizations.” According to this law, employers have a
right of freedom of association for realisation and defence
of their rights and satisfaction of social, economic and
other legal interests based on their own free will without
any previous pre-conditions or approvals.

TRADE UNION RIGHTS OF PARTICIPATION
The Labour Code and the Law on Trade Unions require that
an employer and a trade union conclude a collective
bargaining agreement governing their labour relations and
working conditions for employees. The following forms of
trade union participation may be identified:

For implementation of their statutory tasks, organisations
of employers have a right on a voluntary basis to create or
enter into associations of organisations of employers.
Employers may also withdraw from such organisations at
any time.

 The right of cooperation in the management of an

employer
 The right of supervision

The “All-Ukrainian Association of Employers” was created
on 26 March 2004. Fifteen organisations of employers
from 13 regions of Ukraine and Kiev were the founders of
the association. The aim of activity of the association is the

 The right of participation in the settlement of labour

disputes at all levels of proceedings
 Other rights stipulated by Ukrainian legislation
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representation and protection of rights and legal interests of
organisations of employers – member organisations of the
association with respect to economic, social, labour and
other relationships. The association also aims to coordinate
and consolidate actions of member organisations,
intensification of their influence on the process of forming
socio-economic policies, perfection of social and labour
relations and development of social partnerships in Ukraine.

Collective agreements set forth mutual obligations of
employers and employees regarding labour, social and
economic relations, in particular:
 Changes in organisation of work
 Effective work
 Wages, salaries and benefits
 Participation of employees in the sharing of profits

received by their employer (if this right is stipulated by
the employer’s statutes)

The “Federation of Employers of Ukraine” (hereafter the
FEU), created on 27 September 2002, is one of the most
powerful employers’ organisations representing their
interests in the economic, social and labour relations and
protecting their rights and interests at the national level.
Fifteen all-Ukrainian sectoral and 27 regional, Kiev and
Sevastopol local employers’ organisations (associations) are
members of the FEU. They affiliate 565 regional, local and
district territorial and branch employers’ organisations
(associations).

 Working regime, duration of work and rest
 Conditions and security of work
 Housing, cultural and medical services for employees,

as well as organisation of their rest and health
improvement
 Guarantees and privileges additional to those generally

required by Ukrainian legislation
 Guarantee equal rights for women and men

WORKERS’ PARTICIPATION IN COMPANY
MANAGEMENT
The participation of employees in the management of
employers is based on two principles: protection of
employees’ interests and employees’ participation in issues
such as production, economy, distribution of income, etc.

The collective agreement may grant additional guarantees
and social benefits for employees in comparison with the
effective legislation.
A collective agreement includes an employer’s managerial
staff unless otherwise specified in the statutes – for
example, with regard to required periods of notice.

An employer and its management must promote and
cooperate with employees to ensure such participation. The
management shall provide information in due time on the
most important tasks of production and activities of an
employer so that employees may participate fully in the
development and enforcement of an employer’s internal
acts.

Ukrainian legislation does not limit the duration of a
collective agreement. Its duration depends on mutual
agreement. A copy of a collective agreement must be
issued to an employer’s management, to the supervisory
board of a trade union and, to the extent possible, to each
trade union representative and employee.

Regular discussion meetings should be held to enable
employees to express their opinions and put forward
suggestions and comments. Minutes should be taken during
the discussions, and suggestions and comments calling for
further investigation should be replied to in writing within 15
days.

A collective agreement may not be concluded in the
following cases:
 If the draft of the collective agreement had not been

submitted to the employees for discussion
 If unauthorised signatories signed the collective

agreement

6.2 COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS

 If the collective agreement infringes on provisions of an

Articles 11 and 12 of the Labour Code require legal entities
operating in Ukraine to conclude collective agreements with
the relevant bodies of the trade unions representing the
interests of the employees, or if there are no such trade
union bodies, with elected representatives of the employees
who have been authorised by their fellow employees to sign
and negotiate such collective agreements with an employer.

employer’s statutes
Conditions of a collective agreement, which worsen the
conditions of employment in comparison to current
legislation and agreements, are null and void.
SETTLEMENT OF COLLECTIVE LABOUR DISPUTES
Collective labour disputes are decided based on the
Labour Code and Law No. 137/98-VR of 3 March 1998
entitled “On Procedure for Settlement of Collective Labour
Disputes (Conflicts)” (hereafter the “Law on Settlement of
Disputes”).

The sphere of use of collective agreements and all
respective procedures are provided for by Law No. 3356-XII
of 1 July 1993 entitled “On Collective Agreements and
Contracts” (hereafter Law on Agreements).
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The major points of procedure for the settlement of collective
labour disputes are the following:

No one may be forced to participate in a strike. Prohibiting
strikes is only possible on the basis of Ukrainian law.

 The demands of the trade union must be agreed upon by

A strike may only be organised if two-thirds of the
employees of the enterprise vote for it. Public servants
may not strike, nor may members of the judiciary, armed
forces, security services or law enforcement agencies.
Employees who strike in prohibited sectors may receive
prison terms of up to three years. Federations and
confederations may not call a strike.

the majority of its members, and presented to an
employer
 If an agreement between the parties is not reached, the

issue is to be referred to a labour arbitration committee for
a further seven days of discussion
 If an agreement is not reached, a trade union may invoke

its right to strike. Any decision to strike before following
the above-described procedure is considered unlawful

LOCKOUTS
There are no provisions for lockouts in Ukrainian
legislation.

Employees have the right to strike to protect or advance their
economic and social interests.
SETTLEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL LABOUR DISPUTES
A labour dispute may be settled in a commission on labour
disputes. Such a commission is elected by the labour
collective of enterprise, institution or organisation by the
employees and consists of not less than 15 people. A
dispute may also be submitted in resolution by a Ukrainian
court.
An employee may sue the employer in court under the
following conditions:
 If not satisfied with the decision of the labour commission,

or no decision has been reached after ten days
 If the employer has no labour commission
 If termination of the employee’s contract is considered

unlawful and there is an argument that the employee
deserves to be rehired
 If the employer is already filing a claim for damages

against the employee
 If the applicant has evidence that he or she was denied

employment for reasons of race, gender, nationality,
language, origin, place of residence, religion or any other
circumstances, which are not directly associated with the
employee’s professional skills
In all labour cases, not depending on the ruling of the court,
an employee does not pay court costs.

6.3 INDUSTRIAL ACTION
STRIKES
According to Article 44 of the Constitution of Ukraine of
28 June 1996, employees have the right to strike to protect
their economic and social interests.
The procedure for strikes is established by the Law on
Settlement of Disputes, taking into account the need to
ensure national security, health protection, and the rights
and freedom of other persons.
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CORRESPONDENTS
Mercer has correspondents in a number of countries. The
following have contributed information for this publication.
UKRAINE
RULG Ukrainian Legal Group P.A.
4056 Mansion Drive, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20007
United States
Tel: +1 202 338 1182
Fax: +1 202 338 4237
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